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“Publishing is an information technology business.” 
Quote from Why Is It So Hard to Solve Problems with Technology?
By PHILL JONES, JUN 6, 2019, Scholarly Kitchen

What is (scientific) publishing?

“Scientific publishing is not about a “publish or perish” – it 
is about your responsibility as knowledge creators to 
share what you learned with the world”
Quote from MILKA KOSTIC’s publishing class 

Publishing is a way for scientists to keep up their 
side of the grand societal bargain –

society provides them with funding and freedom 
to pursue discovery with an understanding that 

they will share what they learned. 



Publishing is a social (cultural) construct
and it starts, proceeds and ends with people

Readers
Creators

Facilitators

Funders



What is the world that creators of scholarly knowledge live in?



Scientists love making discoveries 



Many scientists also love to make others fall in 
love with their discoveries 

and/or see how their discoveries change the 
lives of others 

and/or feel that they are making a difference to 
mankind



AND PEOPLE TRUST IN THE SCIENTISTS MORE THAN OTHERS 

https://www.pewresearch.org/science/2015/01/29/public-and-scientists-views-on-science-and-society/

https://www.pewresearch.org/science/2015/01/29/public-and-scientists-views-on-science-and-society/


So, being a scientists may 
seem like a walk in the park…



Academic job 
market and number 

of doctorates 
granted in sciences 
are way out of sync!

Source: Young scientists under pressure: what the data show (2016) Nature

3,000
Annual number of new full-time positions in academia in US is about: 



Funding 
availability has 

been flat 

Source: Young scientists under pressure: what the data show (2016) Nature



Life 
scientists 

are an aging 
population

Source: Young scientists under pressure: what the data show (2016) Nature



Scientists 
have less 
time for 
research

Source: Young scientists under pressure: what the data show (2016) Nature



What early career researcher are saying:
#ResearchRealities

https://researchrealities.tumblr.com/

https://researchrealities.tumblr.com/


“Evidence for a mental health crisis in graduate education” (2018) Nature Biotechnology

Rates of depression and anxiety for grad students are 
6X higher than in the general public

N = 2,279 students from 26 nations



#MeTooSTEM

Sexual Harassment of Women: Climate, Culture, and 
Consequences in Academic Sciences, Engineering, and 
Medicine (2018) NAS, NAE, NAM

Figure from Nature, News June 12, 2018 



Pervasive reproducibility crisis

Source: 1,500 scientists lift the lid on reproducibility (2016) Nature
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LOVE OF DISCOVERY AND BETTERMENT OF HUMANITY



PUBLISHING

Instead of being viewed as 
enabling, enriching and 
empowering, publishing is 
more often viewed as a 
necessary evil



https://scholarlykitchen.sspnet.org/2018/02/06/focusing-value-102-things-journal-publishers-2018-update/

https://scholarlykitchen.sspnet.org/2018/02/06/focusing-value-102-things-journal-publishers-2018-update/


https://scholarlykitchen.sspnet.org/2018/02/06/focusing-value-102-things-journal-publishers-2018-update/

15 primary benefit; 4 secondary 

4 primary benefit; 4 secondary 

8 primary benefit; 1 secondary 

Reality check re-analysisOriginal analysis

https://scholarlykitchen.sspnet.org/2018/02/06/focusing-value-102-things-journal-publishers-2018-update/


Authors care about:

• How long everything takes
• How confusing everything is
• How inflexible everything is
• How little guidance they get
• How little help journals offer
• How impersonal everything is

(based in part on conversations with postdocs in our program who wished to remain anonymous)



Reviewers care about:
(based in part on conversations with Greg)

• How long everything takes
• How much work they actually do
• How little guidance they get
• How impersonal everything is
• How thankless the role is

Greg Bird, PhD



YOU

YOUR AUTHORS

WHAT YOUR ROLE IS: WHAT YOUR ROLE IS 
PERCEIVED TO BE:

YOU



WHERE RESEARCHERS ARE vs. WHERE PUBLISHERS’ “ADD VALUE”



To help, everyone involved in scientific publishing needs to jump in and get wet!
and deploy heavy machinery when needed





Four “easy” focus areas

Timeliness Friendliness

Flexibility Clarity



Bringing you to the table. 
What should scientists know about you?



Crazy future model: decoupling research from authoring

Journals and Publishers
Format for style and journal 

specific requirements
Introduce clear editorial & 

acceptance criteria checklist
Facilitate peer review and 

publication processes  

Writers and Illustrators

Write the reports Visually represent the data Optimize presentation to 
maximize re-use and reach

Scientists

Formulate hypothesis
Collect, organize, 

document, analyze 
and interpret data

Register and archive 
data and protocols

Formalize conclusions 
and implications

FACILITATORS



Publishing starts, proceeds, and ends with people

HOW CAN WE MAKE SCHOLARLY PUBLISHING BETTER? 

Timeliness Friendliness Flexibility Clarity




